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World’s first 

Conti S less Tube Mill 

National Tube Company 

luti ill desi develops revolutionary new mill design 

TT ee e ~~ a \ 

Peace ap pe — ‘ eos 
2,000 feet of seamless pipe a minute! That’s aS en en co a ae 
what the world’s first continuous seamless pipe ; Oe ‘ a aol : ,~ 

mill will turn out upon completion. = | ve aA f| ae ss 

Developed by National Tube Company — : ae _ Magee" ; : 
U.S. Steel Subsidiary —at its Lorain, Ohio de } ed re Wenl ~~ ce 
Works, the mill has already been referred to as f, md , 1 ne 4 oe " 

“one of the greatest advances in the steel in- ec Ler wey alien a : 
dustry during the past 50 years.” — Hea i) a ke ve 

The new continuous process it features will ui eeu | ie ae 1 % 
climinate several steps in the conventional hae * ie. o i. 

. : . oe i an ae J method of making seamless pipe and will be if ie | Hiner wince : 
comparable to that of continuous strip and sheet rt ae : _ es 
mills. Designed to produce sizes ranging from j Ss a2 a Me ee 
2 inches to 4% inches OD, the mill not only will twa cm ae ‘— = 
provide quality products at lower cost, but 14 wt ae a oo. 

‘ 4 eee oe | a ae greater service to the consumer. L a ex | i + , J) 
This revolutionary seamless mill design is an- a aa’ i of NAN omer 

other demonstration of National Tube Com- a f ie} Le ae afr Sh 
pany’s position of leadership in providing indus- aa: ee i ANY ao 

with both quality and quantity pr 
try quality q yP oducts Construction view showing 9-stand Rolling Mill and Inlet and Outlet Conveyors, 

_th 

. | ops 
a \ Opportunities _\ 

oni | The spirit behind this latest National Tube Company development typifies gi pirit bel i t b P yp 
opr? ON the spirit behind projects being conducted in all United States Steel Corpora- 

. tion Subsidiaries. It is a pioneering spirit—one that requires qualified men in 
eh | all branches of engineering. See your Placement Officer for a copy of “Paths 

a ore of Opportunity in U.S. Steel” if you would like to take part in these fascinating 
iw Uv and important developments. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY - AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY - CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION - COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 
H.C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES - GENEVA STEEL COMPANY - GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 

MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY - NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY - OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY - OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY 

wr at) PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION - PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY - TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 

| UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 

f~) UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY - VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY 

a Cees eee ee



° you can ee SURE... ir irs Westinghouse 

* an ae eT 
x \ A) | (2 

L/h (fe <A 
| \S4 eee * [flax ro 

— A. \ Sew i MANUFACTURING ASSIGNMENTS _ 
Se sf, ' i, e ae “~/)* ey 4 TEST FLOOR ASSIGNMENTS be 

| SELECTION OF FIELD = 

I SALES 3 | | MANUFACTURING | 
“What’s ahead?” .. . “Where am I going?” Today, more TRAINING Let TRAINING [- 
than ever before, these questions are probably puzzling | | _ L 

7 | | > MaANuFactuURING =| 
you. Eo SALES Ld ASSIGNMENTS | 

Westinghouse has long recognized that the transition a ASSIGNMENTS [. || MACHINE OPERATION Li 

from college to a job in industry is often a difficult one. SALES SCHOOL ty MANUFACTURING L/ 
| pd A 

Your college training has forged the tools necessary to o bi SCHOOL L 
start your career. Yet you may be wondering how they >, ie 1 > Loe 

can best be applied, and the fields in which they can (eso a oN 

best serve you. _ - GOOD Ea Si ercb be Aneel Sc a ce fats ~ a / 

i i i _ yo To help you bridge this gap, Westinghouse offers the | | ENGINEERING TRAINING 1 | 
Graduate Student Training Course. The chart at the i ee . . . Lo ENGINEERING ASSIGNMENTS be right shows how you progress with guidance through | e bee 

3 54 ee: Lf] ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES SCHOOL jf basic training, followed by training in your selected 4 e ae 

field, to job placement. You may enter almost any field [| —— SELECTED STUDENTS a 

of engineering, manufacturing, sales or many other fot | Ko Ff 
fields—according to your ability, aptitude and personal i ELECTRICAL | A MECHANICAL bo a 4 

preferences. During the past fifty years, this course has | | __ DESIGN SCHOOL © | DESIGN SCHOOL) | 

helped more than 15,000 graduates chart their future. | | Pe. A =>. - a ] i 

Why not let it help you? G-10026 = ow VLU = 

1, PLACEMENT IN JOB 

Su dent Training’ Course and the oppor \ 4 CoS SS re Se ee 
Ganiigsoperta yowat Westin house, egin \ Ng —_ To obtain copy of Finding Your Place in Industry, consult 
planning for your future oe Get your \ % ae Placement Officer of your university, or mail this coupon to: Sree copy of the booklet, Finding Your .. i, 

Flnce wa Industry. \ BBA, — The District Educational Coordinator 
{ a \ Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

r sits 20 N. Wacker Drive, P.O. Box B, Zone 90 
{ Chicago 6, Illinois 

6 | Name 

\ \ | 
es tin ous e | CONN a eo OTP En 

PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... OFFICES EVERYWHERE 
| Ns pe ge 

| City ee —State______os 
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For many years, ADVERTISEMENTS SUCH AS _ p h as | n \W 
THIS ONE have appeared regularly in leading ‘ g \ 

business magazines. Their primary purpose is 
to build acceptance for Square D Field Engineers, 

practically all of whom come to us from 
leading engineering schools such as yours. 

Industrial Languages 

_ builds electrical distribution and control 

He’s a Square D Field Engineer. equipment in pace with present needs— 

He speaks the language of many indus- _ provides sound counsel in the selection of 

tries because his full-time job is working the right equipment for any given appli- 

with them... helping them find “a better cation—anticipates trends, speeds de- 

way to do it.” velopment of new methods and equipment. 

Through a staff of such Field Engineers If you have a problem in electrical dis- 

located in more than 50 offices in the tribution or control, call in the nearby 

United States, Canadaand Mexico,Square Square D Field Engineer. He makes a lot 

D does this three-fold job: Designs and _ of sense in finding “a better way to do it.” 

: Thi SQUARE J) COMPANY 
ml) poral aioe! 

gic sally fl Parl 5 EL 2 5 Ronee cl t0 33 
ne a 

ul ores SQUARE D COMPANY CANADA LTD., TORONTO + SQUARE D de MEXICO, S.A., MEXICO CITY, D.F. 
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Recently the movie people filmed an oil Dow research is continuous in all divisions. 
gusher scene, using Methocel (Dow Methyl- This is only one chemical of many chemicals 
cellulose). This unusual material thickens vital to American industry and agriculture 
water, giving a solution which, with the right that Dow has developed. 

color added, resembles oil. Why go to such Dow produces more than five hundred essen- 
lengths? Because, Methocel solutions are non- tia] chemicals from plants located in Michigan, 
inflammable, harmless to actors and are Texas, California, and Canada. These include 
readily washed off with water. major industrial chemicals, germicides and 
This, of course, is not a vital use of Methocel. _ fungicides, agricultural chemicals and “special” 
But it does indicate Methocel’s great variety | chemicals—new products which especially 
of applications. Countless industries, including reflect Dow’s constant efforts to raise still 
paper, paint, leather, textiles, drug and cos- higher our standards of living. 
metics, utilize its widely applicable properties 
as a dispersing, thickening, stabilizing, emulsi- enero merestemerrniitn gions 
fying, binding and coating agent. [ | 

: 

ay 
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY « MIDLAND, MICHIGAN =—s_ DOW - 
New York © Boston + Philadelphia + Washington © Cleveland « Detroit + Chicago 9 sa : 

Los Angeles ¢ Seattle + St.Louis © Houston © San Francisco : et i 
Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Canada \ 

: CHEMICALS INDISPENSABLE : 
TO INDUSTRY AND ae 
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Reverberatory Furnace Operations 

ee ° 
Demonstrate High Temperature GAS Firing Technique 

REVERBERATORY FURNACES designed to in- the furnace and its application—‘This 18-ton 
crease the production of zinc base die casting alloys Gas-fired reverberatory furnace has the advan- 
have expanded melting and alloying capacity almost tage of extended service life, more efficient fuel 
50% over conventional pot melting. At Gerity- utilization, closer temperature control, simplified 

Michigan Corporation, Detroit, these Gas-fired alloy analysis.” 
furnaces operate on practically continuous schedules Regardless of the type of heating operation or 
with savings of 35% to 40% based on time-saving heat-treating process, GAS is the ideal fuel for 

methods and mote efficient fuel utilization. any temperature requirement, or any production- 
This application demonstrates the flexibility of line application. The characteristics of GAS— 

GAS for industrial heating processes in high tem- speed, flexibility, economy, controllability—are 

perature ranges. But it also emphasizes the role of useful features for every industrial heating need. 
GAS in the development of production-line equip- In view of rapid developments it’s always worth- 
ment for non-ferrous metals. while to keep your eye on what’s new in Modern 

R. L. Wilcox, metallurgical engineer and Vice Gas Equipment. 

President of Gerity-Michigan Corporation describes 

2 — : oa ae 

le ah Oh gg wen 1 

> a. | py 
. ee fee ewes 

— 2 rie , Renter era 

| £8. ) : 
. SS 

—~— wv | ae | : Gas-fired reverberatory furnace de- 
4. 4 ie ae » signed and constructed especially for 
a oe a ’ a melting and alloying zinc base die 

: a = 7 a casting alloys at Detroit Die Casting 

: NT a Division. 

420 LEXINGTON AVENUE NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 
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A view of the last operating device in the series used for the continuous casting of steel. 

Below the mold, pinch rolls control the rate of travel of the casting to the cradle. When the 

lower end reaches the cradle, the oxy-acetylene torch shown cuts the casting to the desired 

length, moving along with the casting until the cut is complete. 
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by Russell Pipkorn m’49 

From molten steel to semi-finished steel billets in a sim- tubing in a mold containing a vibrating mandrel. Its suc- 

ple inexpensive machine at the rate of 400 pounds a min- cess is doubtful, but the idea was there to be carried on. 

ute is the story now being enacted at the plant of Babcock Through numerous developments and ideas, some suc- 
& Wilcox Tube Co. at Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania. All of cesses and many failures, today’s simple, fast and fool- 

the operations take place in a 75 foot tower taking up ap- proof continuous casting machines for non-ferrous metals 

proximately 1100 square feet. This development, a joint are available. These machines have progressed from mas- 

project of Babcock & Wilcox and Republic Steel Corpora- sive complex machines to those used today, relatively in- 

tion, has opened new paths of solution for the objectives expensive and very simple. 

of the steel industry—greater decentralization and increas- The heart of the entire operation is the mold into which 

ed. productivity. the metal is poured. Because of the low melting tempera- 

The first carload of rolled bars made from continuously tures and relative prices the continuous casting process first 
cast billets was shipped March 18, 1948—a date which no developed for production in the non-ferrous field. Solids 

doubt will be remembered in the steel industry for a long of many cross sections and many materials are cast today— 

time. This first batch consisted of 45 tons of 0.15 carbon from one inch copper rods to 6 x 24 inch aluminum slab 

steel. It was not, however, the first that had been cast, ingots. The non-ferrous machine casts the metal through 

since several years of research and development had gone a short water cooled mold usually not over a foot in 

into this plant, and many experimental runs of both carbon length. Water is sprayed on the billet below the mold to 

and alloy steels were tried. prevent the billet from softening again due to the still 

Advantages of New Method molten interior eons distance below the mold. 

This operation is generally performed on a 24 hour 

The greatest gain in this method is the reduction in basis. It is clean and orderly as compared to old methods. 

capital required for equipment. In the conventional meth- The metal is actually of superior metallurgical quality and 

od, ingots are first cast and allowed to cool. A sizable dis- 

card is removed and the ingot reheated in soaking pits 

where millions of B.t.u.’s are absorbed. Then the ingots cOD 

are hammered, pressed or rolled into semi-finished shapes ——_4 

requiring gigantic blooming or slabbing mills. All this (—T ae 

equipment requires acres of floor area for casting and semi- \_-+F aa 

finishing. The continuous casting setup requires only a ELEGTRIG — _— TUNDISH 

small space and a very much smaller investment in equip- a 

ment. Thus this development fills the requirements of low | —— 

capital, particularly in these days of doubled or tripled Ll P onan aogLee 

costs, and low operational costs. [1] fase tl 

Economic pressure on the steel making industry has 

influenced this idea of smaller local units serving a par- BguLarig ———_| [| rq 

ticular area. Mr. T. W. Lippert of Iron Age has illus- re |} 

trated this idea. “Population areas of some two million = suewnones 

people normally can consume in small-section products— (i bt IFO) 

flats, wires, rods, shapes, etc—from 7,500 to 15,000 tons of iq aurowataG 

steel monthly in the immediate locality. This would be | oN — foe 

an attractive load for a small mill. Furthermore the scrap ta 

generated in the same area would normally be quite suf- | VW} Se 

ficient to sustain operations in the same plant.” Continu- | | CRADLE 

ous casting fulfills this need of decentralized operation. \ 

Continuous Casting Not New 0 \ 

Continuous casting is now being successfully used in | 

production for casting non-ferrous metals, and has been sachs aiesl 

a routine industrial practice for the past ten years. The AP AA AAA 

art began over one hundred yeats ago, in 1843 when J. Schematic drawing of the main elements of the continuous 

Laing received a patent on a machine casting soft metal casting equipment as now set up. 

JANUARY, 1949 7



its surface finish requires only light finishing operations. then enters the water cooled mold. The important factor 
Evolution of Continuous Steel Casting for the successful operation of the mold is that it must 

The actual beginnings of the successful continuous cast ot be wetted by the steel. To accomplish this the steel 
steel operation began about six years ago, when the Re- must havea strong negative meniscus (like mercury). This 

public Steel Corporation began its development work un- is an indication that the mold is clean and the process 
der the Williams Patents. In 1944 the Babcock & Wilcox is properly functioning. This condition is checked by a 
Company and Republic began their discussions which led mirror arrangement above the mold. 
to a formal agreement in 1946. Then came the experimental A small amount of hydrocarbon is introduced in the 
plant at Beaver Falls which was established to experiment mold to eliminate free oxygen above the mold, because 
with standard commercial sections. From this plant came any oxide present promotes wetting. Argon, because of 
dhe Best successful commercial steel billets. its high density and inactivity with iron, is introduced 

above the liquid to prevent oxidation. The steel is in con- 
F Le wll t a tact wth the mold for only a few inches since, as it cools, 

: : i] the metal shrinks away from the mold. The steel loses 
ay : ct heat by conduction only while it is in contact with the 

ee wo : ies mold and by radiation and conduction below the shrink 
= ee / point. This latter process is aided by the gas which fills this 

: ae a. My tin gap between steel and mold. This gas has been analyzed 
rae a Rs ih Nl Ul 7 and found to be about fifty per cent hydrogen. The steel 

ih at x IN j Hy gS ; must get its strength to withstand further movement and 
Pn i &. dor un a - d surface quality while in contact with the mold. 
ae. ee From the mold the metal passes through an insulated 

hi "3 Sed d ( chamber which arrests and controls the speed of further 
— ee \ A i cooling. Below this chamber is the mechanism which con- 

' ee - Fi , . 4 ng 4 i trols the rate of withdrawal of the steel billet. The billet 
: we, a < an ve BL a 4“ passes an oxy-acetylene torch which moves along with the 
fs \ a 4 a 4 — - ‘ee billet for a short distance while the billet is being cut 
= oy _ a) re we a to a specified length which could be as long as 35 feet. 

i= ae Be i ‘| y ad ¥. The cut-off section of the billet is then lowered into a 
a pY'.. ae | horizontal position by a special cradle arrangement. The 
x | aki A a billets are then ready to proceed to the finishing opera- 

Rll ET aes tions. 

Molten steel being transferred from the regular electric Problems Encountered 

fens ber ee facie tesrshe Snducrively: heated! holding The mold, as was mentioned, is the basis for a good 

billet. The mold surface must be smooth and remain clean 
Because of the possibilities, and necessities, other com- throughout the operation. A number of metals have been 

panies have entered the field in the experiment. Many tried and successfully used. The thicknesses of the mate- 
developments, however, are either dormant at present or rial, however, depends upon the rate of heat conductance. 
of little success. The Babcock & Wilcox-Republic combina- One-sixteenth inch steel, one-quarter inch copper and 

tion has been successful because of the knowledge and ex. three-sixteenth inch brass have been used. Stainless or heat 
perience of the former company in the field of heat trans- resisting steels, seemingly logical choices, were unsuccessful 
fer at high rates and the latter company’s knowledge of because they have wetting characteristics. Brass has been 
the steel industry. . found to have the best structural and fabricational advan- 

The British, too, because of the necessity to modernize tage. Cooling must be supplied to the mold in such a man- 
their facilities, are investigating its possibilities and have ner that the coolant is in contact on all surfaces. In order 

continued on their own rather than depend on the Ameri- that proper cooling was obtained—no deterioration of the 
can efforts. mold and reasonable casting speeds—water flows as high 

Successful Process , . as 500 gallons per minute were used, giving only a few The Beaver Falls plant casts an eliptical section of degrees of temperature rise. A special aysteny of flow 

about thirty square inches at a rate of 400 pounds per min- design was required to prevent cavitation in the mold. 
ute. Casts are made two or three times a week. Slag influences the quality of the steel. To eliminate it The operation begins at the top of a 75 foot tower where the tundish was placed between the pouting ladl d . . . g ladle an steel is delivered from the company’s regular electric fur- mold. Originally a preheated tundish was used, but with : f i > naces by transfer ladle to an inductively heated holding this type the metal has a tendency to begin freezing since 
a pouring unit. The usual supply is 5,000 pounds Pet the slower it moves through the tundish, the better is 
fasts ' . the slag elimination. A new electrically heated tundish 

The molten metal is poured from the holding ladle will solve the freezing problem and siattien slag elimina- into a tundish which is designed to strain out the slag, and (please turn to page 20) 

8 
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Blame-Cul Gears 
by Russell Henke m’49 

One of the most interesting phases of industry is the the combination of rotation of the blank and longitudinal 
constant changing and improvement of methods and pro- motion of the torch that produces the proper tooth con- 
cesses which constitutes progress in the field of manu- tour. 
facture. It is by such advancement that we have progressed There are two cams in the set which help to control 
from the model T to the modern automobile; from the old the tooth shape; the contour cam and the speed cam. 
battery radio sets to modern television. The contour cam is accurately plotted from the shape 

Again, by technical advancement, the gear and sprocket of the gear or sprocket tooth itself. The torch bracket 
industry has been presented with a method of manufac- is indirectly connected to the contour cam by means of 
turing their products which differs as much from the old a pantagraph lever arrangement which rides on the cam. 
techniques as did the model T from the new car, or the As the cam revolves, the cam rider roller imparts the 
battery radio from television; namely, flame machining. motion to the pantgraph arm which, through the panta- 
Flame machining, as developed by Glenway Maxon, Jr., graph linkage, causes the back and forth motion of the 
of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is simply the process of cutting torch carriage. 

gears and sprockets from steel plate to a high degree of In order that the tooth surface be smooth and not 
accuracy by means of oxy-acetylene cutting torches. burned in some places while uncut in others, the torch 

Before going into a more detailed description of the should cut at constant speed. This function is performed 
flame machining process, let’s look at the general pro- by the speed cam, which is plotted from the gear tooth 
cedure for making a gear or sprocket by the methods contour in such a manner that as the torch moves back 
now employed. and forth radially in relation to the blank and the blank 

Since most gears and sprockets are cast into blank shape revolves, the net relative motion of the torch along the 
before being machined, a foundry is necessary with all cutting line is constant. In order to accomplish this feat 
its incumbent processes. First the pattern must be made the speed cam arm is connected to a constant speed motor 
for the blank; then the mold is rammed up and the neces- drive which varies the speed as required. 
sary cores made and baked. Following this the mold and 

cores are assembled, moved to the pouring floor, and the 

metal, which first must have been melted, is poured into : Ph. 
the mold. After this the blank must be shaken out of the : : 
mold and cleaned to remove sand and other extraneous ag e 1 

material. Then the risers must be cut off, and finally the 5 $e . 
gear or sprocket blank is ready to go to the machine shop. 5 , ) ti 

The use of all this equipment in the foundry pre- eo a r 
supposes the initial cost of purchasing the equipment, is 6 MA | rT] “= J 
upon which is superimposed the maintenance costs. Fe a ed ‘et H 

In the machining of the gear or sprocket any one of ye of ; Ss th 
several methods may be used, such as, hobbing, milling, ys 7 aR aT oa 
or shaping. It seems odd that the actual operation of , Lid ad Ys i 
machining, which is ordinarily thought of as the making = - = 

of a gear or sprocket, should actually constitute only a i aie? St 
fraction of the total operations. is | : ee 2 
Now we can take a look at the flame machining pro- 

cess, keeping in mind the preceeding description for . . 

comparative purposes. (Photo courtesy Cogmatie Co.) 
The flame cutting machine itself consists of a bed Flame-cut gears. 

upon which the driving and cutting components are The pantagraph linkage mentioned previously is ad- 

mounted. The cutting device is an oxy-acetylene cutting justable to permit the machining of an infinite number of 
torch held in a bracket mounted on rollers running on sizes of teeth, within the limits of the machine. Fur- 
a track, allowing back and forth longitudinal motion of thermore, it is marked so that the exact pitches for 
the torch relative to the gear or sprocket blank. sprockets or gears which are standard today can be set 

The blank is positioned on a spindle which rotates at immediately. This increases the utility of the machine, 
the same time that the torch is moving back and forth, since the machining device for large size teeth is the same 
the two motions being coordinated by a set of cams and as that for a small size tooth. 
driven through a set of back gears on the machine. It is (please turn to page 18) 
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Alumni Not 
by Al Nemetz e’50 

Alumni! We haven’t had as many velopment of the SCR-66T5-2 radar William D. McCoy, (’46) is with 

reports from you as are needed to set. H. Turner & Sons, Contractors, of 

make this department a truly repre- Boscobel, Wis. 

sentative cross-section of alumni ac- Richard B. Birkett, (’47) who is 

tivities. In order to keep abreast of Fr’ employed by the Illinois Central 

as many engineering grads as pos- - a Railway, has been made assistant 

sible more information is required. a supervisor with headquarters at Wa- 

So if you yourself, or any Wiscon- za terloo, Iowa. 

sin engineering graduate known to . = | Richard J. Breuer, (47) has 

you, engages in any activity, receives : = : a ; given up his position with the Gen- 

a position, or accomplishes anything he f eral Engineering Company of Port- 

that you feel would interest our — _ age to join his father in the Bahr 

readers please drop us a line. A . yo Construction Company at Manitow- 

postcard will do. The address is - . oc. 

“The Wisconsin Engineer”, Room ee David C. Knoerr (’47) is a build- 

352, Mechanical Engineering Build- | ing inspector with the Illinois Cen- 

ing, University of Wisconsin, Madi- tral Railway at Waterloo, Iowa. 

son, Wis. \ Caesar A. Stravinski, (’47) re- 

. . . ceived his Master’s degree last June 

With full alumni cooperation: we (Cut courtesy of Wis. Alumnus) and is now employed by the State 

hope fo make this department of Murray G. Crosby Board of Health with headquarters 
more vital interest to all our readers. at Rhinelander. 

Murray G. Crosby (’27) recently Claus W. Korndoerfer (’48) is 

E.E. started his own firm, Crosley Lab- now with the firm of Davy & Son, 

oratories, at Mineola, N. Y. He was engineers, of LaCrosse. 

Harold Goldberg, who received formerly associated with the firm J. Rexford Vernon (’18) is now 

his Doctor’s degree here in 1937, of Paul Godley Company, research sales promotion manager of John- 

was recently appointed chief of the engineer for RCA. son Service Company, and is in 

Ordinance Research section of the W. F. Keen, (’41) has been ap- charge of their training school. 

National Bureau of Standards, pointed sales manager of the An- Donald ©. Walden, (’23) has 

Washington, D. C. He was formerly drew Corporation, Chicago, Ill. He been unable to continue his work 

principal research engineer of the was formerly head of the Broadcast with the US Corps of Engineers be. 

Research department, Radio divi- Consulting division. exasecot Hil healde, 

sion, of the Bendix Aviation Corpo- He is well known as a radio en- 

ration, Baltimore, Md. Dr. Gold- gineer and authority on broadcast Ch.E. 

berg is widely known for his work installation. In his new capacity he 

in communication systems and mi- will be responsible for all sales pol- John J. Chyle, (’24) director of 

crowave research. icies and contracts of the corpora- welding research at A. O. Smith 

tion. Corporation, has been elected a di- 

He is a senior member of the In- rector of the American Welding 

stitute of Radio Engineers, a mem- C.E. Society. 

ber of the American Association Milton A. Nero, (’42) is now a Elmer H. Koll, (’28) has been ap- 
for the Advancement of Science : . : . : ‘ 5 

+ : 3 structural designer with the archi- pointed assistant technical director 

and the American Physical Society, : % : : a 
and belongs to Tau Beta Pi and Sig- tectural firm of Foeller and Associ- of the Milwaukee Paint division of 

ma Xi fraternities ates of Green Bay. the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Com- 

. James H. Lippert, (’43) is a pany. He is a member of the Na- 

Dr. Goldberg holds four patents structural designer with the Rust tional Society of Professional Engi- 

and has a number of others pend- Engineering Company of Pitts- neers, the American Chemical So- 

ing. He did important work in radar burgh. He was married on July. 3 ciety, and the Engineers Society of 

during the war, including the de- to Doris Jean Miller. Milwaukee. 
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R h, Unlimited esearch, Untimite 
by E. H. Haupt m’49 

The Engineering Experiment Station of the Univer- The $50,000 worth of equipment for the Gage labora- 

sity of Wisconsin serves as the coordinating agency for all tory, one of 20 anticipated in the nation, has been loaned 
research work performed by the School of Engineering. to the university by the Federal government. Its 1375 
All research in the College of Engineering has been items of precision equipment are used for instruction in 

placed under the general direction of the station. In ad- methods of industrial inspection and can handle an in- 
dition, all researchers in the school are members of the finite variety of work. 

experiment station. During the War the teachers and The Electrical Standards laboratory has cooperated 
graduate students—who do the major part of the sta- for many years with the Wisconsin Public Service Com- 
tion’s work—were taken for use in the armed services and mission in maintaining and calibrating basic standards for 
essential industries; seriously curtailing the work of the electrical instruments and meters used by the states’ pub- 

station. lic utilities. 

The station has recently been revitalized by the 1947 

state legislature, with an annual sum of $40,000. The dean ew i 
of the College of Engineering, Morton O. Withey, is di- mo ees a Nt - 
rector of the station, and Professor Kurt F. Wendt, pro- yy . v Re 
fessor of mechanics, was recently appointed associate di- yo eo uN \ ss Men a 
rector. 

y Len 
At the present time Professor Wendt is investigating 4 NY LF 2 

the state’s resources in industrial laboratories and engi- : Uf q y ag i 
neering specialists. The station will aid manufactures 3 >s b ‘Y ary Ve 
with specific problems by being able to guide them to Ca) | iy i 4 | 3. 
specialists who are capable of solving their problems. (ye Ni . g be | uA ¥) \ 

Although there are a large group of expert consulting i .. 1 y X a ss Wy . g 

engineers in Wisconsin, there are only limited laboratory i Pe ot. \9i\s - 
facilities for general research and commercial testing op- , Y Se me q dq : 4 iN Vy Teg 
erations. E s: a Ja é Mt Re » — 

Laboratories for development and control are operated | GS i ek me | ‘ 

by many of the large industries in the state. Among the b ‘ Mie @i 5 (se ae D Nj 
laboratories turned over to routine testing and some Clee a yg “he > a i 

fundamental work are the laboratory at Marquette Uni- . \ . oi 7 i 3 i Py y - 
versity, the Wisconsin Electric Power Co. laboratory, the | ‘ .. a Co hy, / 1 s 5 
Oshkosh Industrial laboratory, the Research Products \ is Bo ? a a 
Corp., the City of Milwaukee, and the Twin Cities Test- . ‘ VP i Le) / 4 
ing and Engineering laboratory in Minnesota, sometimes 5 od & . me i ¥ 
used by Wisconsin firms. NN ed m bs 

In addition, every industrialist in the state has the multi- “ — a. ne y 

million dollar laboratories of the station for research into =e rd : 
fundamental problems of all phases of engineering. The — - 

station’s program of research is intended to benefit all in- : : Eka “ 
dustries in the state, by furthering general knowledge. All so i , 
projects undertaken must have sufficient general interest eae 
to benefit a number of firms or an entire industry, as Front-wheel torque-meter developed at the University of 
care is taken not to create competitive advantages. The Wisconsin. Note the strain gages just below the upper cap 
findings and results of the station’s research are published screws 

in the station’s bulletins. Eighty-six of these bulletins Services of these laboratories are available to industry 
have been published since the station was organized in for a fee based on hourly labor costs. Wisconsin is in- 
1914. In addition, 137 reprints of articles first appearing geed fortunate to have master gages available to help 
in professional journals have helped broaden the scope check and maintain the standards of industries precision 
and spread the station’s work. instruments, gages, and methods. 

Recently, the Precision Gage laboratory and the Elec- Industries interest in the experiment station can best 
trical Standards laboratory, which were formerly part be seen by noting the extent to which they have used the 
of the College of Engineering were turned over to the  station’s facilities. Of the 83 research projects now under 

station. (please turn to page 22) 
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Sci Highlight 
by Howard Traeder m’48 

ELECTRON DIFFRACTION of air or dust. The pressure in- CERAMIC-METAL BOND 

INSTRUMENT side this chamber is approximately Radio tubes of ceramic materials, 

This new General Electric device 1/8,000,000 the pressure of the at- recently developed by General Elec- 
utilizes electrons to study a surface mosphere. tric scientists, offer many advantages 

layer of metal less than a quarter In one application, the electron in producing tiny radio waves a few 

millionth of an inch thick. The in- beam is passed through a two-mil- inches in length. Obtaining a tight 

strument either shoots a beam of lionths-inch-thick section of metal ceramic to metal seal was the chief 

electrons through the extremely thin and produces an image on a fluore- problem in making such tubes. In 

sheet of metal, or it diverts the beam scent screen, or on a strip of ordi- the new technique, the materials are 

at an angle to the surface of the nary photographic film if a perma- joined by an alloy of silver and tita- 

metal. This enables engineers to de- nent record is desired. ; nium. This is so strong that if the 

termine a variety of surface condi- In other applications, the beam, bonded piece is broken, the break 

tions, including corrosion and crys- directed at an angle to the metal occurs in the ceramic and not in 

tal structure of the molecules. surface, passes through tiny surface the bond. The method may also be 

During operation of the instru- projections which bend the beam used for joining two pieces of cera- 

ment, a beam of electrons is “boiled and direct it at a screen or film. The mic together. 

off” a white-hot tungsten filament image produced is a series of con- The soldering process is done in, 

and focused by means of a magnetic centric circles, which differs for a vacuum at high temperatures 

“lens” in much the same manner as each type of crystal structure. Engi- which drive out gases in the metal 

a beam of light is focused with a neers can readily determine from and ceramic parts, thus simplifying 

glass lens. The chamber in which the photographs both the nature of final evacuation of the tube. 

the electrons travel is evacuated to the corrosion on the surface and the RCA DEVELOPS NEW 

a high degree, since electrons would crystal arrangement of the mole- FINE MESH SCREEN 

be quickly dispersed by molecules cules of metal. The Radio Corporation of Ameri- 

ca was recently confronted with the 

. % =. aes task of producing a copper screen 

ee ee ota : 2 i with 250,000 openings to the square 

a =e a | inch in conjunction with the devel- 

am aa, . a é opment of the sensitive-image orthi- 

is LC a ous —— a con television camera tube now in 

AG / ey , ft ol we _a = oe 8 wide use in the nation’s television 

J “4 @ fd rs Leemeethaan : | studios. Since the electron image of 
y7 ca Po i = a a 

r - = \ ae the scene to be televised is focused 

we | : a ae on this screen, the mesh must be ex- 

. 1 : . tremely fine to prevent its being 

‘ AS - : oo. visible in the picture when viewed 

oe mm — at the receiver. 

. b ity Ae The finest mesh screens available 

a” an . 7 before the war were woven wire 

Lo yo ee . a oa a screens, or electrolytic screens, with 

ew a A a - _ about 400 holes per linear inch, or 

i Pr So : _ a i 160,000 openings to the square inch. 

ee i _ These screens were non-uniform in 

ae a | the arrangement of openings, how- 

a _ ; ever, and passed less than 40% of 

: « : ae _ oe y the electron image. For a transmis- 

% Pr a 8 a sion of 50%, the best screen then 

nin a es ae. = wo available was made of woven wire 

oot 2 Ee ee with only about 200 mesh. It was 
ea i Pe Ee || soon realized that the non-uniformi- 

. (Cut courtesy General Electric Co.) ties and relatively coarse mesh 
The new GE electron diffraction instrument. (please turn to puge 24) 
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tre SULFUR STORY 
by W.1. Thisell c’50 

Small boys smitten with spring fever probably take a inner tube, rising spontaneously to about 300 feet from 

dim view of the sulfur n’ molasses supply each year, but the surface. To bring the sulfur up from the 300 feet 

Americans as a whole appreciate the fact that sulfur (us- level, compressed air is sent down a one inch pipe which 

ually after first being turned into sulfuric acid) is applied is inside the three incher. The compressed air bubbles up 

in various ways in most of our industries, for example: through the sulfur, lowering its specific gravity and thus . 

textiles, rubber, fertilizer, soap, plastics, aircraft, paint, allowing it to rise to the surface, and the brownish liquid 

steel, paper and cosmetics. 

The United States is the world’s largest producer of 

sulfur. We use more of this mineral than we do of cop- 

per, rubber, tobacco, or nickel, and at a cost of less than COMPRESSED AIR 

a cent a pound. Sulfur can be mined profitably in only 

a few places, such as in Java where sulfur is collected Liquip 

from the edges of volcanoes or hot springs. In Sicily, it 

has been dug from shafts for centuries. At the present SULFUR 

time, the majority of the mineral mined comes from the 

formations overlying the Texas and Louisiana salt domes. 

If one were to look at a cross-section of a typical dome, EITC bi sips cg eco re 

it would look like a massive finger of rock salt sticking eee MWR » uNcoNsoupateo | 

straight upward into the gumbo and rock from un- ONG °o a oF eS 3 SEDIMENTS ony i 

fathomed depths to about 500 feet from the surface. Its eT a 

top is about three miles in diameter and is covered with 4a em << oe: 

barren caprock of limestone. Under this cap is a second sO ay caverre ae 

layer, a stratum of limestone impregnated with pure crys- : , Cy 

talline sulfur. Under this is found anhydrite, and last of J? 0 2 cap Rock Ch 

all is the rock-salt, extended pillar-like downward for Loomer aaa ae j 

thousands of feet. It has never been determined how far ey eae RAST: 

it does extend. eG Rey 

In the late 1860’s petroleum exploration in the Calcas- q CORSO: os vu RR a 

cieu salt dome of Louisiana showed a great deposit of HOT WATER \ )S NY RS eae 

sulfur buried nearly 500 feet underground. After sev- Sy READ RY “suiruR ees 

eral attempts at tunnel mining were blocked by quicksand, x ey f Re Sauaed) 

the deposit remained untouched until 1890 when Herman ® EAS | py BEARING: a 

Frasch, an oil company research director, discovered a COMPRESSED AIR oF CALCITE Dist namie. , = hi GY 
method of bringing the sulfur to the surface. His process < Te ie” 7 CIS ENER 

simply involved pumping superheated water underground Ni 0) 2 v A SANE 
to melt the sulfur so it could be pumped to the surface. ACG Wate P ORM ae) . 

| - oes Ly Le fe eta 
Essentially the method of mining today is the same as VIG Ned We BEA Ops 

Frasch’s first attempt. A ten inch casing is driven to the t See. we K ees 

top of the deposit. Through this is put a six inch pipe, > Sia OS & SAY AR By 

perforated at its end, and extending to the bottom of the oe a Tika SSS 7S 3 

deposit. Through this six inch tube, a three inch tube is aoe 5 “ 

placed, it rests on a collar set a few feet from the bottom ie = : a= 

of the six incher’s terminal performation. — L + : pt dt 

Water heated under pressure to a temperature higher if ecif tT + ANNORTE 5 

than the 240 degree Fahrenheit melting point of sulfur is ee Ti i meal 

pumped down the six inch pipe. The hot water enters the Seo pote ICT HA A 
porous limestone from the perforations above the bottom Lt yy jy ats ROGCKESALN 

— eth LD tL 
collar. The melted mineral flows downward to form a pool 

at the lower end of the pipe. From there it rises up the A cross-section of typical sulfur producing ground. 
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flows into open ground vats where it solidifies. terials of his business. This yellow brimstone, the stone 

Although this process sound simple enough, it took that burns, was no doubt the very first chemical found 
many years of experiment and development to perfect it. and used by the cavemen. Today we use it in some form 

The first well was tapped in 1894, but it was not until 1912 in all our industries. In some way it enters into all our 

that the United States overtook Sicilian production. We wares and mechanisms. Sold for less than a cent a pound 

now produce over two million tons annually—more than (1942) for the 99.5% grade, sulfur is the cheapest chemi- 

twice the combined production of the rest of the world. cal element now available in such purity, and we have 

Herman Frasch was no novice in the fields of sulfur ready on hand the largest stockpile ever amassed of an 

or invention when his process was proven sound. For elemental material. These are important chemical assets. 

years he had worked in chemistry. His de-sulfuization Here in the United States we consume each year close 

process, as it was called, was one of his most valuable to two-million tons of sulfur; thirty pounds plus for every 
discoveries, but he did notable work in many other fields. man, woman, and child; twice as much as we use of cop: 

erie ’ Ie ee ee per; three times as much as of rubber; five times as of 

° , tobacco; thirty times as of nickel. Hardly a pound of that 

. fh vast tonnage is imported. Indeed, we supply most of the 
fees ean a oe iy i rest of the world with most of their sulfur supplies. Like 

Dee as gel Ree Bein. coal and iron and petroleum, sulfur is one of the essential 
a i oe LP. Pe in materials of our modern civilization, which we may be 

Bee 7 ae " : et = hee 4 thankful is not in the United States a critical material. 

Seash eee yh 7 MY 2. @ ¥ i. BB “sa Yet, most Americans know little about this vital miner- 

sl . So yy TF ey — of a" al. They know even less about the ingenious American 

- ae eee , fd rete rt memes HR { process that melts sulfur a thousand fect underground and 
as ak. iJ ad > ig = @ : 4 pumps it to the surface; a process that broke an ancient 

4 oA cy : Fisted as ee , : : + |" rte Me ee he world-wide monopoly quite as important, though: less 

as "i cane = publicized, as Chili’s monopoly of nitrates or Japan’s of 

ne ee eS = git’ = a its ' camphor; a process that gave us new industries, that is 

re vital to our chemical independence, that has created 

: . (Phoie courtesy; Elwood Payne) nearly a billion dollars of new wealth for the American 
Here sulfur is being loaded on railroad cars for shipment. 

Up to the: tine. fie was forced to retire: due’ to ill people and brought to our Bod more than 50 million tons 

health, the United States had granted him sixty-four dif- of sulfur whieh, save for this clever invention, would 

ferent patents, most of which were commercial successes. have! been’ locked, useless, deep in the ‘earth. 

Many of them involved huge operations, so that his trans- The story of sulfur mining is far from dull. It is a 
actions amounted to millions of dollars in value. In both StOTY of men and machines and the earth itself. A story of 

petroleum and sulfur, two of the nation’s most important the old Union, of the Brazos Syndicate, of the Mound 
chemical ray materials, his discoveries were conceived Company; of “shoestrings” and “blowouts,” of hurri- 
and executed upon a grand scale and added literally canes that piled derricks and piping into heaps like jack- 

billions of dollars to the nagionall wealth: straws. But most of the story is of men: of Frasch, the 

Some of the difficulties which still cause trouble are clever persistent inventor; of the forceful Swenson; the 

caused by subsidence—the caving in of the porous lime- persuasive Pemberton; the quiet-spoken Seeley Mudd; of 

stone when the sulfur is drained out of it. Subsidence S™#"t traders in mineral rights, of rugged financiers who 
sometimes makes the upper ground levels sink as much backed sulfur against long odds; of dogged, resourceful 

as twent-five feet. This ground movement bends and engineers who built plants in a sea of sticky gumbo miles 

shears off the well casing after three or four months of from town or railway. A thrilling story of struggle and 
operation. When the wells do gasp and die, pumping achievement, the story of the American sulfur industry. 

crews pull up all except the outer casing, then “cat” the The production of sulfur requires smooth operation 

portable drilling platforms and derricks to the next site. assisted by steam turbine-generators, turbine driven 

As this occurs about eight times a month, 90 to 100 times Pumps, motor operated pumps, and suitable control equip- 

a year, the drillers leave behind a weird forest of sealed- ment. The power supply must be kept steady to maintain 

off well stumps rising out of the sunken land. an even flow of molten sulfur as it is pumped from the 

The crushing of the limestone by the subsidence pre- well heads. Thence it goes to collecting dumps, measuring 

vents hot water from wandering into barren exhausted YS and finally to enormous collecting vats. There it is 

rock. If it were not for this saving of heat and water, a hardened and stored, later to be dynamited off, loaded 
miner’s profits could easily be pumped away in the form into railroad cars or boats and shipped all over the world. 

of fuel and water costs. So goes the story of sulfur. Probably the first chemical 
“Salt, lime and sulfur—and the greatest of these is found and used by the cavemen and more assuredly one 

sulfur.” Thus did James Muspratt, the famous British of the foremost materials affecting the existance and ad- 
chemical maufacturer, once summarize the chief raw ma- vancement of our civilization. 
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AE, i il- THE NEW BUILDING 
S.A.E / ter, and the wheel mill, where rail 

There is a happy note to be The fall plant inspection trip of road ae wheels os formed in a 

sounded this month, though, es- the Society of Automotive Engi- lusi a hee ae genes con 
pecially for underclassmen. 

The neers was made on December 11th = nail how: the trip ne . “ you 
new engineeting Building has ger: to the pe Indiana plant of the achia y have to see = mi oP 

minated and the steam shovels (hats Carhegie-Illinois 
Steel Corp. Bighty érations fo appreciate ¢ ems as ee 

. members of the organization 
made buses were pulling into Madison 

off to all mech. engineers) have dug h . . h d of basketball 
in on the Randall Avenue site. It’s the oa cnich was arranged and cue me mn _ 4 ede hi 

pleasant to think that within a fairly partially financed by the SAE Mil- game), one engineer who ro et e 
. F waukee Section. Arriving around second bus home, remarked, “if I 

short time a student will be able to ig < : 
ate . 11 AM by chartered buses, the stu- didn’t learn anything else today, I 

reach for the oscilliscope without ? 
ie 3 , . dents were welcomed to the plant learned never to get aboard the 

bumping into twenty others like him ; 
7 ; by Mr. Ken Turman during dinner second bus on a field trip—every- all reaching for the same ’scope. . . : 

in the executives’ dining room. time our driver lost track of the bus 

S. A. M. Since Carnegie-Illinois 
is far too ahead, they made a beer stop while 

We welcome to the campus a new large (the world’s largest steel mill) we caught up.” 

society this month, the Society for to be seen in one day, the trip was THETA TAU 

the Advancement of Management. confined to the more spectacular Xi chapter of Theta Tau was host 
We understand that this is a co- operations. Among the highlights chapter at the national convention 
operative: venture between the En- were the charging and blowing of of the fraternity, which was held on 

gineering and Commerce schools, the Bessemer 
converters, open December 29, 30, and 31 at the 

and certainly hope that the bunch hearth operations, the hot-rolling Knickerbocker 
hotel in Chicago. 

sits down and makes themselves to mills, which handled a 35 ton ingot David Mickelson was the official 

home. More details next month on like it was a quarter pound of but- delegate to the convention. 
the SAM’s. 

ASME 
“Job Opportunities for the Engi- 8 ‘ : 

neer” was the topic discussed at the 
December 15 meeting of the Ameri- S R 

can Society of Mechanical Engi- d 

neers. The panel discussing the S @ heey Cah as 

question was headed by C. W. @ 4 7 > he Oe 

Gamerdinger, 
Firestone representa- 

1 if si a a " : 

tive. T-16 was the scene of the ac- : hy; Wiley «3: senile oo. Sie 

ea & ar: Ai 7 222) 
IRE - AIEE . eps, Oe 

. . : : | nod. i 4 
A joint meeting of the Institute ae ‘ec Eee 

of Radio Engineers and the Ametri- — ae eS ae. a 

can Institute of Electrical Engineers 
ee a ete a x a, ee 

heard Dr. Warren Gilson speak on Sc OP ee ges sea Oe 

“Electronics in Medicine” Tuesday, Aci es ; re a) 

December 14 in room 105 of the : oo : ea ee 

ME building. To keep the audio i ewe coy 

men happy a little was thrown in . . " . , 

on the philosophy of sound repro- (Photo by Hull) 
ducti The big day finally arrived. Here a power shovel is remov- 
uction. ing dirt for the basement of the new engineering building. 
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“How far is it to the next filling station?” the driver “Last night my girl finally said ‘yes’.” 

asked the farmer. “Good, when’s the wedding?”
 

“Nigh onto two miles as the crow flies.” “Wedding
? 

What wedding?”
 

“Well how far is it if the damned crow has to walk * * * 

and roll a flat tire?” “How about a date?” 

. * * “Can’t, I’ve got to study, got a blood test in the morn- 
Every man likes to see a broad smile, and some of them ing.” 

do. . . ; * * * 

s se N let s t head— ight wri 
° Doc: “How is that little boy doing who swollowed

 
the Sav aed ‘6 ee estes, your head-—you might wring 

half dollar?” Y mk a * * 
Nurse: “No change vet.” 

. . | “Damn,” said the ram, as he hurtled over the cliff, “I 

“ “ a didn’t see the U-turn.” 

She: “I’d love to be kissed but you’ll have to shave ¥ - 7 

first.” 
St. Pat i A 2? 

He: “Yeah, there’s a suction pump over in the heat SE WARN OR: COBMIELES! EMRE YON 

power lab. I’m entering the St. Pat beard growing con- : * . 
test.” He kissed her on her ruby lips— 

It was just a harmless frolic 

But though he kissed her only once, 

gO O O Oo . He died of painter’s colic. 

ek . O O Oo * * * 

K 2 Then there was the guy that winked at the elevator 

FOE QéP O irl. She took hi ‘ NO a OD girl. e too! im up. 

WI |S wh ‘jee Vos} h” cid ch ne A a ob IY - ey) Z| I’m losing my punch,” said she as she left the party 

d iW prs ie 4 z in a hurry. 
ata lol is 

A Yaa, \ MK * * * 
= DEANS 

Ro i LAN £ \ Then there is the girl who has a special dress. She al- 

Ee \ . ache ways wears it to teas. i | ha ok WNT y . 
ZN ETA soe 

[2
 
SA
N 

wi Q Did you hear about the fellow who gave his girl a 

ESS Lf Ber
s 

YS 4 past for Christma
s 

instead of a present. 

eee (Ca
 a PSS You'll have more time for exams, if you grow a beard. 

wee aos
 

, LIS
 

E. E.: “Can I borrow your dress bow tie?” 

© ce Room mate: “What’s the matter, couldn’t you find it?” 

oO Nx * * * 

LES i Imagine the newsboy’s embarrass
ment 

when he opened 

« by) Way i the wrong door in the depot waiting room and yelled: HERE GOES NOTHING” = CW omen os pat Nari yeiles 
xtra paper. 
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HOUSEKEEPING WHY ACTIVITIES? 
Just before the Christmas vacation, Polygon board Jobs appear to be tightening up; more and more of 

placed a series of signs in the lobby of the Mechanical our engineering graduates are having a difficult time find- 
Engineering building. It appears that this campaign for ing the job and type of work they desire. Companies 
tidiness paid off to some extent, as we noticed an im- are being more selective in hiring men fresh from school, 

provement in the appearance of the engineers’ front par- and nearly every survey shows that by 1950 there will 
lor. There weren’t so many butts on the floor, and the be many more engineers than jobs. 

scrap paper from the prodigious efforts of the slide rule What does this mean for those of us still in school? It 
sharks somehow found its way into the new waste con- is a challenge we will have to meet. It shows that we will 
tainers that have been installed. have to employ all of our faculties and training to the 

Then the: men with he: steel scaffolds and the big best advantage, and that we will have to seize every op- 

brushes came and took possession of the lobby for a Portunity to broaden our educational background and while. As we watched them work, we noticed that the technical training. The engineer graduating in 1950 will 
lobby: began’ to ‘take on a Brighter look, and the general have to offer very definite assets to his prospective em- 

atmosphere became more cheerful. And the new paint ployers or he will be out of luck. . . 
covered a multitude of sins, too; sins in the form of | Ube cnginecring profession is expanding rapidly and 
pencil marks on the walls. Just how these streaks of 8 constantly improving Its own standards. im professional graphite came to be on the walls is a mystery, but they °gineer is no longer a mere technician, he is a truly cul- 

ran the range from cartoons of professors to derivations tured and mature individual distinguished by many quali- of intricate and involved formulae. ties of a non-technical nature. To be sure a man must 
have a sound grasp of engineering fundamentals and an 

Now we called the lobby the front parlor of the engi- up-to-date knowledge of the recent developments in his 
neering building . . . it is more than that. It is also the own and related fields, but these factors alone will not 
reception room, where we receive the men who come to ensure a job offer or future advancement in business or 
interview us for positions in the world of industry. They industry. Human or personal relations are the things 

might be impressed by the derivations, and amused by which count very heavily whether you are in production, 
the cartoons, but then again, they might also be impressed sales, research, or development work: 

by our inconsideration and untidiness. Dis you suppose College is the place to develop these personality traits, 
that they want to hire someone who will ‘eaw, (pictires and the best method is through extracurricular activities. 
on the wall of ieee aires: oF wae will, prefer stonezand Men with engineering degrees show promise of being the plaster as a medium of calculating, rather than the more leaders in ind Abas ra, the: d th : . eaders in industry and business in the future, and they 
conventional paper? We do not think so. will have the technical knowledge controlling vast proj- 

It should not be necessary for Polygon to put up signs, ects influencing all political and social considerations. Why : 
and it should not be necessary for us to editorialize on Should these men not have the social training and psy- 
this matter. We think that the men who are training to chological understanding necessary to get along with all 

take responsible positions in industry should realize that types a peoples They should have es SR, “eS in college will have to see to it that we develop these 
these activities are no recommendation for them. If the qualities within ourselves. 

cartoons are poor, they shouldn’t be made. If they are ALL engineers should take part in student activities! 
good, the ENGINEER will print them. And if the deriva- Student government, professional and social activities, and 
tions are right, they should be handed in to the instruc. student functions like the Cardinal and the Wisconsin 
tot, On paper. Engineer are activities designed mainly for the benefit of 

the participants. They will help the students themselves 
Let’s keep the lobby, as well as the whole building, and improve their college transcripts. Take note of this, 

bright and clean! for many employers place considerable emphasis on per- 
W.M.H. sonality traits and not merely grades, R.R.J. 
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2 Glame-Cut Gears sa 
rs I i a eo (continued from page 9) 

0) In the present machine the set of back gears used per- 

mits cutting of gears and sprockets from 7 to 50 teeth 

-V ) in intervals of one, and from 50 to 100 teeth in intervals 

Wh "ve looking f of two. Other combinations are possible if the demand 
en you re looking for a is sufticient: 

single source of supply for Gears and sprockets from 6 to 64 inches in diameter can 

a complete line of electrical be cut on the machine without attachments and an auxiliary 

roughing-in materials, spindle is on the boards which will permit the cutting of 

. 1 El . gears or sprockets up to 20 feet in diameter. The face 

National Electric width of the gears or sprockets is limited to about 3 inches 

aT de is your best bet. with those of greater width being laminated from several 

CA thinner plates after cutting. 

iA Yas dies NS It can be seen that the process is far simpler than the 
- 

eanuiny one outlined for a cast gear or sprocket, and that the 

| equipment and maintenance costs would be lower just 

A Symbol o Cualty judging from the simplicity of the machine and process. 

Since 1908 Dr, 4 As an illustration of this, note that with 6 or 8 cams the 
ee! SH... Ea & : : 

oe eT machine is capable of producing over 5000 different types 

(oh act 8 me 4° of sprocket tooth forms. No firm manufacturing sprock- 

weve eS hCUM ets by the casting method would probably want to carry 
[| Prod uc’ be | -orporal hon” that many patterns in his pattern warehouse. Again, con- 

| =e. tononhhhD™mUMU™ sider a widely used standard chain, such as No. 62, de- 

OEA~A— eee Shrtéi‘—SO—O tachable. This machine can make any of 90 different 

Do sprockets for use with this chai, 

Now that we have taken a look at the machine itself, 

a7 let’s look briefly at the product and its uses. 

TOUCH 9) mama eamareets . : 

FOR THE “PROFESSIONAL 10 Wey ak ay at Vek Ve | 
SE oe IM AN ger: eee 

vu Ny» Sone. Ve a ag SNe 
RA ss oo e°% \ a ed A 

WwW Ss : ) Ap X sag (it ead 

Im) Nee Ga Pea ce 
& Vey a ee Se. i 
g Le . Le tual : . 

The ONLY Pencil that f= \C 2 eae oe ce : 
° a . 1 Se ope OA eS a Te 

Combines these 8 Tests 4 da ee 
° ° "eee - te a 

of Pencil Superiority Ss 8 a : “ a 
a eT > oe 

1. America’s ONLY 5. Uniform lead ei a So  » ee 
imported draw- hardness. | : S d — 

ing pencil. 6. Perfect repro- 8 es we oe 7 . 

2. Extra-dense, ductions from . a oe Coe 

opaque lead. pencil drawings. & oS ee “ foes 

3. Smudge-resistant 7. Degrees marked § : 8  ... je _) se 

graphite. on all sides. s " - 

4. Completely 8. Fine cedar, 2 (Photo courtesy Cogmuatic Co.) 

grit-free. sharpens easily BA The machinery for flame-cutting gears. 

“ uid it at your college book store or When one ordinarily thinks of flame cutting, he thinks 
jocal dealer's, or order direct. Only 
Wot -each; $1.50 per dom of a rather ragged edge with prominant drag lines marring 
Also. try Mars-Lumograph No. 2. : 

1018 Artist Pencil $1.00 each the cut surface. This is a characteristic of hand cutting, 
‘and No. 1904 Artist Leads a , 

—— 6 for 60¢. but when the job is done on the machine the surfaces are 

_ perfectly smooth and are held to amazingly close toler- 

ances. The designer claims tolerance of .003” on the di- 

J-S-STAEOTLER inc. ameter of a flame cut gear or sprocket. This is done with- 

3S} WORTH STREET NEW YORK J}, N.Y. out any subsequent machining operations after the prod- 
STAEDTLER SINCE 1662 (please turn to page 32) 
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Newsworthy Notes for Engineers 

er —E a “@ PAPER COVERED CORE 
rer — 

a oe 

‘ “CORRUGATED ALUMINUM SHEATH 

“@EXTRUDED POLYETHYLENE JACKET 

“ae —t a > ave =F Rl 
a bias ay 1a i i 
all pee ; ( pen lage iy 
prayed et 8 cal eS 

e Poa es 2) An Rak: , Waa ’ 
e cole A ae C Fretaian mae 

=A oy ok EReS eS , 
ny ee a ee 

Feet oe bales oe A 
PCM ee : How to put a new type of Blt ee 

Ne da covering on telephone cable ee ia 
a eee v4 aw 4 

Make a new type of cable sheath no one has le <i we a oo 

ever made before—make it to rigid specifica- From the desert-dry 125° F ‘hot room” where thoroughly dried cable 
tions—make it fast! That was the challenge cores are stored, the core moves into this machine. An aluminum strip 

9 -_ is fed from a supply reel underneath, After being corrugated to pro- 

put up to Western Electric’s manufacturing vide flexibility and strength, the aluminum strip is wrapped around 
engineers the core and flooded with a sticky protective compound. 

The new type of cable sheath — developed Lo eV at as . _- ‘ A eo 
through cooperative research at Bell Tele- ee | ces 

phone Laboratories and Western Electric ae 9 wile eg 
Company—isa valuablealternativetothetradi- © | | - nd Or tn 

tional lead covering for telephone cable. It is LE FEN ge ° ; & 

called Alpeth. ‘‘Al’’ stands for an inner shield Rg a 4 Cit pa 
- . _ oe 2 ATs?) ae i 

of aluminum; ‘‘peth”’ for the outer coating of ee ge fe ie oe 
the plastic, polyethlene. ae PRS. : Pe iw 

To produce this new cable sheath, Western Ya relh yi at 
Electric engineers developed the Alpeth pro- s AN! a 
duction line—a combination of new machines : Se a : 

and new manufacturing techniques—which The aluminum-clad cable then passes into this machine and comes 

turns out finished cable in a fast-moving, sient eww on xtaded cong of fxn, mperiny 
straight-line operation. sing oa i Maoh i ian of a tn ee 

Engineering problems are many and varied at Western Electric, where manufacturing tele- 
phone and radio apparatus for the Bell System is the primary job. Engineers of many kinds— 
electrical, mechanical, industrial, chemical, metallurgical—are constantly working to devise and 
improve machines and processes for production of highest quality communications equipment. 

Wesh Eleciri 
= = F A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882 ¢ 2 ¢@ 
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ings more ideally because of the flexibility of the heat 

CASTING -_s8 withdrawal pattern. 

(continued from page 8), (2) Fast cooling minimizes ingotism and segregation of 

tion By ‘allowing a slower mate: of travel, “The; tundish «rer minor constituents. Continuous cast steel results in fine 
duces. che: vélocity: of che! metal ‘by: reducing dhe distance and uniform crystalline structure and surprisingly little 

which the metal must fall into the mold. It also minimizes 5°8"®8atton- 
turbulence. (3) The best steels are cast in big-end-up ingots to 

Refractories were also an important consideration. Ac- minimize pipe and segregation. Continuous casting almost 

curate flows of metal are required with little slag, so a ideally meets these conditions. 
refractory was required which would not erode under con- (4) The surface of the ingot should be relatively free 

stant operation. The refractory problem has been met but from cracks and checking and the interior should be free 

some improvements are expected. of entrapped slag. These conditions also cause difficulty 

Optimum casting conditions are affected by several con- in continuous casting but it violates these requirements 

ditions. The more rapid the casting rate the better the far less than conventional casting. 

surface of the billet. The more rapid the rate the less (5) Steels of the best quality should not have planes 

time the metal is in contact with the mold when rapid heat o¢ weakness due to columnar growth. Continuous cast 

extraction can occur. To obtain best results the metal steel solidifies to a finer grain because of rapid cooling. 

should enter the mold at optimum viscosity. To accom- Satisfactory control, however, was obtained by using the 

plish proper cooling for a more rapid casting rate the best cross section combined with regulated cooling in 
heat conductivity of the mold could be increased and the ihe mold and below it. 

effectiveness of the coolant increased. (6) The best ingot is relatively long with little taper. 

Advantages of Continuous Casting Continuously cast billets may be as long as desired and 

Continuous casting meets the established requirements there is no taper. 
of sound steel making practice, in many cases better than (7) A small ingot generally gives a better quality 
conventional practices. The following have been sum- product. Continuous cast billets are of small cross sec- 
marized from Iron Age: tion—an oval section of proportions satisfying the require- 

(1) A truly sound ingot solidifies progressively from ™ents of good casting and rolling practice. 

bottom to top. This is accomplished in continuous cast- Future Plans 

Plans have been worked out for a plant of such a size 

f $3) as would provide 7,500 to 15,000 tons of steel a month. It 

YZ ZS would employ two 15-ton arc furnaces for primary heat- 

= "4 ing. Five ton ladles would transfer the metal to holding 

3 ES and pouring stations on the pouring floor. The actual 
3 4 | pouring arrangement would be the same as that now in 

SJ 0 operation—with refinements. 

’ d sun glare are The Babcock Wilcox Company has established various 

Poor light am id, accurate improvements and changes to be made in the future: 

NO. jrandicaps to rapt "der this (a) Experiment with more varieties of steel now that 

OF Ms tape reading: Coe es, Ask the physics of good casting is understood for .15-.20 car- 

se our chain tap bon steel. 
ou buy ¥ ou why 

wien y jbutor tO show Y sags (b) Install arc-type furnaces of about 7 ton capacity 

your distr e-Clad tape ere with lip-pouring facilities to replace the present 5000 

Lufkin Chrom d and stay that way: pound ladle. 

are easier tO nem (c) Install a control, already being developed, to con- 

trol the pouring now controlled by visual and manual 

i means. . 

EASY TO READ MARKINGS THAT ARE DURABLE (d) Experiment with new shapes and sizes of cross 
St cena cae sem fs ian bee 4 Es sections. A cross section of 45 square inches has already 

Chrome plating over rust resistant base and Sey been suggested. 

ee dull, orcas ge anne Bves 6 Band. oe y WA These improvements will undoubtedly mean standard- 
and corrosion resistant. Jet black figures Meats, ized commercial production of steel by continuous cast- 
are easy to locate and read. Write for y : ie, ak 
ithagteated! (esfiee giving -complere decalls! j ing. In a year or two such facilities will undoubtedly be 

not uncommon in decentralized production of steel at 

TAPES - RULES OGFKIN PRECISION TOOLS lower production costs. 

ahatethininate <2 LAL Saginaw, Michigan Note: Much of the information contained ‘in this article 
was obtained from an article by Mr. Lippert of Iron Age. 
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Another page for RITA LE 
L~_ 24 How to help a press 

3 W ( \\ keep punching 
“Gf ( UX In a punch press, one of the engineering prob- 

IN , ka lems is to keep the flywheel and drive shaft in 
oe 1 | alignment and rotating freely in spite of terrific 

Fl al shock loads. 

: / al it To solve this problem, engineers specify Timken® 
% A tapered roller bearings. 

1 BAe = 
| A i _ Timken bearings hold the drive shaft and fly- 

—_—_-£ wheel of a punch press rigidly in line. There’s no 
(- > deflection, wobble, or end. play. Friction “A ni 

yr are negligible. 

® Why TIMKEN” bearings hold oe 
shafts in alignment ln BES 

es Serf | EN 
The line contact between rolls and races in a fe 

Timken bearing means wider, more rigid support A — q ‘a | 
for the shaft. Due to their tapered construction, a = n oy 
Timken bearings carry radial and thrust loads in . | Lf ae 
any combination, eliminating deflection and end- f 
movement. And since wear in Timken bearings is reaps’ 
negligible, shaft rigidity is retained for long years ay 
of service. 

—e Want to learn more 
Va — TIMKEN about bearings? 
| | Yl TEADE-MARK REO, U 5 PAL, OFF Some of the important engineering problems 

7 "Il face aft duation will involve bearing ap- CoS TAPERED plications. youd ke to, leuin ‘moss about ts 
ee phase of engineering, we’d be glad to help. F 

. % - ay ROLLER BEARINGS additional inissation abu Timken bearings and 
“> how engineers use them, write today to The Timken 

Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And don’t 
forget to clip this page for future reference. 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER > THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER o> 
(4 BEARING TAKES RADIAL é) AND THRUST -O~ LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION =H 
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eae eee CT Resea rn... 
co ae pO SOON Sy Sa (continued from page 11) 

es <M oS ee oe ‘ : i 
SA Bo 3 AA ON aon way in the station, 40 are sponsored by the Alumni Re- 
A 5 “ : \ Nee ae : ‘ 5 : 
es ene. 6) A y . = SN ee se exe search Foundation and by private industry with $85,000 

\ oa] > MO a FO in funds allotted to these 40 projects. Grants for each 

\we 3 BS. ““ 3S | project range from $250 to $25,000 

ee ee ‘o% ENT RES Se Among the projects now under way in the station are 
y XTX XX Oe NK NS . 

*~ A vs ‘ ager aN So the following: 
mA AAA AE Ag SASS oe | 
eA EARN eS . The Truck Research Program is conducting experiments \ hog mS oo g g exp 

\ Yk aoe oe OFA on four wheel drive and single axle drive vehicles to de- 
¥ yo _— SERIES . z 

‘ oe termine their effects on highways, safety, performance, and 

’ Le range of operation. In addition, in cooperation with the 

National Safety Council they are investigating the effi- 

PROBLEM — You're working out the application of a ciency of brakes, effects of load distribution, type of drive 

hydraulic speed selector system to a turret lathe. The and effect of skid chains. 

system's oil pump Is to be driven by a belt take-off The Diesel Combustion and Fuel’ Rating group are 

from the main belt drive. Your problem now is to working to improve the operating efficiencies of diesel 

provide a means for transmitting power from the pump engines. They are using an instrument developed at the 

drive pulley to the pump that will permit the adjustment — university—the electro-optical pyrometer. Results of their 

of the pulley to regulate belt tension. How would work may include new fuels for diesels so that diesel en- 

you do it? gines can compete with spark ignition engines on a weight 

Swine Rextile hal per horsepower ratio. 

THE SIMPLE ANSWER — Use an S.S.White flexible shaft The Gas Turbine project concerns itself with the de- 
between the pulley shaft and the pump shaft. As you oon 5 Anis 

. . termination of all the temperatures within turbo-super- 
see below, that’s how the Gisholt Machine Co., did it. : 

i 4 . . chargers. In the haste of war work when these machines 
An S.S.White flexible shaft is the logical answer for a z ss % 5 

. were designed there was not sufficient time to determine 
wide range of drives where one or both of the con- ; ; 5 

. . wat the internal temperatures. It is hoped that from this work 
nected members must be adjustable in position. oo . . 

: it will be possible to build safer superchargers, capable of 

i a eR " reater temperatures, pressures and speeds. 
Photos courtesy of 4 et al Nae g P _ # F od 
Gisholt Mach. Co. ME : | Fe The Applied Kinetics and Catalysis project is a 10 year 

ladison, ite . aye al ‘ z : * 
‘ _ Bae program which aided the synthetic rubber, gasoline and 

a | \ otf vi | rif other industries during the war. It will continue the de- 
=e i 8 
EAs \ eee velopment of the fundamental principles of process de- 

UL ” ee sign common to all products involving chemical trans- 
| | — . 

t Le The ultimate objective of this work is to enable engi- 
a 7 a ee. | . 5 

“a q p> Pe. = neers to develop chemical production centers and to or- 
~ oe —_— = P P 
a : a a iginate processes from a small amount of laboratory data, 

car) se 4 . i A 7 iy rather than the expensive and time consuming method 

or My bs 4 of pilot plant studies. 

= ie eS With recently acquired information much more is 

This is just one of hundreds of power drive and remote control problems known about the fundamental principles of catalytic re- 
to which S.S.WHITE FLEXIBLE SHAFTS are the simple answer. That's why + : . * z « woe 

engineers will find it helpful to be familiar with the range and scope of | 2Ct1ONS- This will assist engineers in determining tempera- 
these “METAL MUSCLES''* for mechanical bodies, tures, pressures, flow rates, and the most favorable com- 

“Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. positions of the chemical reactants, all of which have a 

SEND FOR BULLETIN 4501 and one a cfrert on the quality of product, type and size of 

It gives basic information and engi- ssi plantneeded. 
neering data about flexible shafts and / ol a An interesting project involving fundamental hydraul- 

their many uses. We'll gladly send you —Z ics is the oil-water separation project sponsored by the 

a free copy on request. / ore ; American Petroleum Institute. This problem comes up 

he Ls a very frequently in the handling of wast products. Its ap- ‘ 

a plication includes separation of any two imiscible liquids 

De having different specific gravities. This floatation pro- 

‘THE 5. S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. Co. INDUSTRIAL DIVISION cess uses wax as a substitute for oil globules of a specific 
. DEPT.C, 10 EAST 40th ST.. NEW YORK 16, N.Y. mum ‘ 2 — ne . 
PuUKnie sHarth + FOOXULE Seart HOOKK, + AIReRANY ACCUIHONS size. Wax is used as it is very difficult to control the size SMAUL CUTTING AND GHINDING FOOLS.” SPECIAL FOHMULA RUNOIES . i . ° 
SO IE: SSH AERTS GEARS AEE of oil globules in experiments of this type. The wax sus- 
One of Americas AAAA Industrial Enterprises (please turn to page 30) 
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eee 
fo rrr CCC 

oe Ll r—r—— et, SS 
: SS elr,rr—“‘“ ‘(a i“i‘<i“(‘<“(“‘<i<i‘i‘i‘i‘“ “‘;S;w™C oe ,rrrtr—”—t—iC‘(Ci‘CC 
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Ee OO 
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a i . . | 4 P| 
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ST ee ie. V iM j L é i ON 

Making television history, first coverage of air-sea maneuvers demonstrates 
value of research by RCA Laboratories to our armed forces. 

Sef, an "7 Continue your education Now felevision “stands watch” at sea mee ¥ with pay—at RCA 

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
Picture the advantage—in military oper- Said high officials: “The strategic impor- Victor—one of the world’s foremost manu- 

. . sae ¥ ‘li facturers of radio and electronic products 
ations—when commanding officers can _ tance of television in naval, military, or —offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 

i i ‘ 9 i o well-rounded training and experience at watch planes, troops, ships maneuver at air operations was dramatically revealed Pea Cline OA swetGalbes tne ae 

long range... .. “There is no doubt that television will vancement. Here are only five of the many 
, ; . j hich offer unusual promise: i isi intelligence and Projects wi This new use of television was seen by serve a the fields of intelligence © Development ‘and’ design’ of radio 76> 

millions when the aircraft carrier Leyte—as combat. ceivers (including broadcast, short wave 

Task Force TV—maneuvered at sea before Use of television as a means of military aol ite and--phone: 
“« 29 *. . . * *, . = 

a ‘battery of 4 RCA Image Orthicon tele- communications is only one way in which © Advanced déevelopineat and design vf 

vision cameras. radio and electronic research by RCA Lab- AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 
G ‘ ‘iti induction heating, mobile communications 

Seventy planes — Bearcats, Avengers, oratories serves the nation. All facilities of Senor delay oneal: 

Corsairs—roared from Leyte’s flight deck RCA and NBC are available for develop- © Design of component parts such as 
and catapult... dived low in mock attack ment and application of science to national coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 

oo . rity ...in peace as well as war. © Development and design of new re- 
... fired rockets. And an escorting de- S°°™™'Y Peace as Me cording and producing methods. 
stroyer stood by for possible rescues. When in Radio City, New York, be sure to © Design of receiving, power, cathode 

: ve go ray, gas and photo tubes. 
Action was beamed by radio to shore, see the radio, television and electronic won- Write today to National Recruiting Divi- 

then relayed over NBC’s Eastern television ders at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 
= a \dmission. Radio Corporation o; Also many opportunities for Mechanical 

network. Reception was sharp and clear on Street. Free admissio te f and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 
home television receivers... America, RCA Building, Radio City,N.Y.20. | “7 | 

@ RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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Science ee — pene sgl 

iC wh it i (continued from page 12) ve ——— _ i 

would not permit high quality pic- | eo BL «4 , “as 

tures. Motivated by the possible i: ee st , y : >. 

ili i ; oe Po. og aoe military use of the image orthicon, _ mo Uy fom we 

intensive work was begun to find a 4 on f“- by a ee 

way to make high transmission, uni- ets m SA oe ema ‘ @, — , 

form screen of 500 mesh or more. ae Le n pe i. ' a F 
, Se — |= 

In the process that resulted, aad PAL? i j yt 

screens are plated on a specially ' 4 1 ‘ a, ULL 
; a 4 ee 

prepared glass “master” that con- ‘ - \ oF 

tains grooves etched into the glass a a Co a — _ 

surface corresponding to the net- — oS Se is — 
gots ae 4 ge 

work of screen wires. The master is - Sr ce So 
i S i Z toe. eS ae 4 prepared for plating by sputtering et . Cee 

the surface in air with a thin layer come 4 Pe 

of palladium and then rubbing the EM ae 

metal from the glass surface while ~ Es 

leaving the metal in the grooves The “world’s finest screen” is shown being manufactured at the RCA plant, 

untouched. Copper is then electro- Lancaster, Pa. (Photo courtesy RCA) 

plated on the palladium remaining glass masters. In general, a piece fluoric acid to form grooves where 

in the grooves to form the finished of plate glass is covered with a the lines have been ruled. In mak- 

screen. After removal of the screen, layer of acid-resistant material. Lines ing masters for screens of 500 or 

the glass master is cleaned for reuse. are ruled through this layer with a more mesh, one problem is to keep 

Techniques similar to those prac- ruling engine of the type used for the etched grooves very narrow in 

ticed in making half-tone screens optical gratings. Then the glass is order to produce screens with more 

on glass are used in making the etched for a short time in hydro- open area than metal area. Another 

Fc is to obtain grooves with sharp 

f e ti edges and, at the same time, suf- 

par ners In crea ing ficient depth to withstand the abra- 

sions of the rub-off process for a 
For 81 years, leaders of the engineering profession : 

‘ ‘ " reasonable number of operations. 
have made K & E products their partners in creating . 

the technical achievements of our age. K & E instru- The 500 line masters have a line 
ments, drafting equipment and materials—such as the width between 0.0003 and 0.0004 of 

LEROY} Lettering eee in the picture—have thus an inch. 

played a part in virtually every great engineering : . 
project in America. The unwanted palladium layer is 

LY + i i Ke — se removed by placing the master in 
(_ 7 4 rs Lo, __| a shallow dish of water and rubbing 

Drafting, Reproduction, Fe : SS F 7 
Siricing Easlbnend [ & : we a the surface with a small piece of 

ef Mariel AN Ps Ewes oe rubber. A small strip of palladium 
feasuring Taper Boe e on Sk f < 

ee yen cones - lf is allowed to remain on one edge of 

: AO 3 Ye oe Z r a fF the master to serve as an electrical 
o Tne Sy : P _ 2 i i . \ : eee : 9 4 contact during the electroplating. 

cai >, 5 = yj _ 4 Since scratches show up in the final 

| a ow RaSh edie oa screen as extra wires, the utmost 

|r. ~ ene” - he oe. - care and cleanliness is essential dur- 
ee ry \ere ah a0 a . . 

= ae sky 3 ~ ; Whe 7 ing the rub-off. Although a continu- 

a CO Be kOe s ON ee ous layer of palladium is left on the d . x ares Oe . 
e 7 ok one me 2 grooves after the rub-off, its con- 

? ey ductivity is too low to permit direct, 

aN Cee ju uniform plating over the surface. 

r | Therefore it is necessary to place 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO Reg. U.S. Pat. OF the plating contact under the solu- 

ea . tion and depend on a plating growth 

NEW YORK * KOBOKEN, N. J. phenomenon. Deposition takes place 
Chicago * St. Louis * Detroit 

San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal (please turn to page 28) 
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 — — ———— equipment more efficiently. 

 . | |£|©;7]©=F6hChlS 7. | A Feed compounds, developed by 

~ oO Control of insect pests is already 
changing livestock management 

practices. 

a giant Fr Turning ideas into products 
_ «ff ~~~ . 
oe Le _ Achievements such as these are the 

th I 4 il i result of Du Pont’s team research. 
on e aes age on i a An idea may start with one or two 

eB oN A a a o individuals. But many specialists— 

farm Megs i ~ bes ely chemists, physicists, biologists, plant 

oe ee pathologists, and entomologists — 
ANE RE — must contribute their skills before a 
Du Pont agricultural specialist Dr. Arne Carl- « 
son, M.S.,’40, Ph.D., U. of Minnesota,’48, | new product is ready for market. 

Products of the laboratory = /.17* develop. sprays and dusts to control Normally, engineers—chemical, me- 
. . . . chanical, civil, and electrical — de- are saving ti mon <a ee , ? 3 9 nee toil, money id yy sees — velop the commercial processes and 

for the American farmer a4) CS plants for making the finished prod- 

i o oe. - fo ucts. Through chemistry, farmers are gain- ee Ls 2 a _ 

ing control over many of nature’s un- So < a AS The new Du Pont employee, 
Cee eS, pe ees > 

certainties. Costly losses of crops and ae 4 ig p 1 whether he holds a bachelor’s, mas- 

livestock are being curtailed or pre- [4 ceed ‘a Or t+} ter’s, or doctor's degree, enters into 
vented. Efficiency is increasing. New Sea | . fl / . peates this cooperative effort. Yet the im- 
applications of chemistry to agricul- we &. mediate group with which he is asso- 
ture are becoming more important figs ; fs ciated is small and congenial, offering 

ee . : than ever as d di: a See (OD ect rial him every opportunity to display 
duct s s demands for more pro Phenothiazine kills more kinds of livestock individual talent and capabilities. 
‘uction increase. worms in more kinds of animals than any 
Tod: ay, new organic insecticides other drug . . . promotes normal growth. 

and fungicides help control insects, ' We i 
plant diseases and blightsthat threat- ££ ae Find out more about Du Pont 
en crops. Seed disinfectants and pro- oo £, _ / and the College Graduate 
tectants help guarantee bountiful [ 2 / | oF “The Du Pont Company and 
harvests by protecting crops in the _ SU the College Graduate” is just off 

eae . . | aM ri 4 the press in a completely revised critical period after planting. Plant |  ™ = oe Ea ie a : . . Sees 5 edition. Fully illustrated, it de- 
hormones hold fruit on trees until | — eS —— scribes opportunities in research, 
fully ready for picking. 3 fe eS od production, sales, and many 

. — y eh) ees other fields. Explains the plan 
Days of labor saved Filet) oa of organization whereby indi- 

: . Po ces ome vidual ability is recognized and Du Pont weed killers and explosives For growth insurance, farmers treat seeds with rewarded. Write for your copy 
accomplish in minutes tasks that Oe hie Tete wheat gives up today. Address: 2518 Nemours 
used to take hours or days of back- ° wees. Building, Wilmington 98, Del. 

breaking labor. With 2,4-D farmers eS Sa } 
4 ee ae 

can kill weeds without harming cer- =e wae Oe 
| SSS a 

tain crops. Dynamite removes Nt oe 
‘ + oe CRN Eee 

stumps, digs ditches for draining and |. a eo Owe 
irrigation, and loosens the soil to os Sy peer ee 
forestall erosion. eel a Lc ee A TeerusPArore 

New fertilizer formulations meet ey oe - ae EAN | BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
. wig . Se eae i Boe ae the changing nutritional require- En tee aes mat . «+ THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

ments of plants during the growing ec eer | eS G ay 

corteal Thus the farmer has better Spraying orchards oni -ols infest Fi of i More facts about Du Pont — Listen to “Cavalcade 
a infestations in- 5 

contro ov. e! t enee development, and sects or plant diseases . . . or holds fruit on of America” Monday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast 
he can utilize his materials, labor and the trees until it is fully ready for picking! SS 
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Spans 20 Centuries in 41 Minutes — re 
This new 16 mm. educational motion picture dramatizes, 7 i( a zy | / i) 1 2 / 

in sound and color, man’s efforts to obtain inexpensive, ie i. fm Ne Wed 

abundant power by harnessing the energy released by ere | te Anil Bik ; 

combustion of fuels. Extensive animation and striking i ae 

photography traces important steps in the 2000-year prog- 

ress of steam power .. . from Hero’s engine to the modern De Sey 
‘ . —————— 

turbine, from the Haycock boiler to the latest develop- ——— 2 

ments in steam generating units for industrial and central ——eeEE | _—___} 

station power plants. Stimulating and informative, Steam 
for Power will gladly be loaned without charge for show- | 

ing to classes and student groups interested in any phase l 

of engineering. Write for dates available. 

lin > 
N-63 

Se 

Yn A <T 

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX CO. a Ks 
GENERAL OFFICES: 85 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK 6, N. Y. 

WORKS: ALLIANCE AND BARBERTON, O.; AUGUSTA, GA. s a 

7“ “ ‘ 

te" || LOOK FOR THIS RIDGE Beautiful Gifts and 
cov re 3 N Iti 

wn ch ovelties Ma 

{{ se CORSAGES 
- S oe 
° Ot FOR ALL OCCASIONS 

ZINN LOU WAGNER’S 
BZA Ly Gift and Floral Shop 

_ WIZZ 1313 UNIVERSITY AVE. 

AND 

vo U Fl N D A RE A $ 0 N Her (at prom): “Wait for me here Dan, I’m going to 

‘ powder my nose.” 
. Her (Three dances later): “Been waiting long?” 

@ There is more than mere identification value in the im: “N 9, . . 

ridge you see on Okonite wires and cables. The ridge is Him is bal I've been looking for you to give you 

proof that the insulation has been folded around the con- your compact. 
ductor by the well-known Okonite strip insulating process. * * * 
This method permits inspection at all times during the .. 
application operation. It assures the perfect centering of E. E. definitions 

ponductors so important to the avoidance of electrical Copper Loss—The death rate in the police force. 

failures. 

The ridge is a permanent mark of an Okonite cable. It is Screen Grid—Used for showing football movies. 
still prominent after the final vulcanization in a metal mold < . > 

that insures equal transfer of the heat throughout every Out of Phase—When you will and she won't. 
portion of the insulation. The Okonite Company, Passaic, * * * 

New Jersey. I love my little sweater girl, 
SPA e968 She snuggles when we waltz, 

° K ° NITE : And any day I hope to learn 

insulated wires and cables If it is true or false. 
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Be Careful... 

| | the life you save may be your own | 

i — a ( mm S| : : a | te Se RECORD MON 4 — = A, 169 DAYS cK 
ee eee . DAYS SINCE LASTh | : me — - ACCIDENT i 

“  —Crs—“‘(‘SB “20° oy 
ay FF Po | ACCIDENTS Le 

: aE s ft Ll tin b> SN THIS YEAR 4 7 

Sill = a / i see V GRE — 

tine , : 5 OFF-DUTYTOST TIMED 
_  . ee ) / —— ACCIDENTS ~ 93 / a | 

, ¢ THis YEAR 93 [| 

——i. L— al Nae ey oa OF . 

Standard Oil promotes this slogan of the It is a record we are at all times attempting 
National Safety Council as a reminder to the to improve. 

motoring public to drive carefully. In its own Because of our great interest in safety, we 
affairs, Standard Oil works and lives by the are glad to see the subject getting more and 
same slogan. . more attention every year in engineering col- 

In the last twelve-month period reported leges. Many mechanical engineering curricula 
(1948), our accident rates per million man- now include courses in safety engineering. 
hours were 1.51 in the company’s manufac- We welcome the trend. We hope that stu- 
turing department, 3.31 in our sales depart- dents now being trained in safety engineering 
ment. This compares with an average of 13.16 will soon be helping to make Standard Oil 

accidents per million man-hours in the entire and thousands of other American companies 
petroleum industry, and 13.26 in all industry. better, safer places to work. 

Standard Oil Company 
(INDIANA) 

STANDARD 

| NLU) 
tires 
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re : . yoy oper . 

( uf | Science... 
t y . oe . s : 

: ¢ w a. jouw os : (continued from page 24) 

: , f / on the palladium adjacent to the 

mot . hf point of contact with the negative 

how : : 9 Coe plating electrode, thereby causing 

. the resistance of that part of the 

San x ae circuit to be lowered so that plating 

43 SI ® Grinding has a part in producing the alarm may take place further from the 

A\ Rete : . : electrode. As a result, plating con- 
O\ SS maw clock that wakes you in the morning—and —__ . . . : 

OS . 5 3 ‘ : tinues in an ever widening area un- 
ie, ) \ it plays a part in producing almost everything ‘i 
t\ E til the full surface has been cov- 

that you use throughout the whole day. : . 
a - ered. In this way, a screen of good 

© Your morning newspaper is made of ground uniformity in thickness is obtained 

ma “ wood pulp — your breakfast cereal was pro: since the growth time is short com- 

K Tr ie, is duced by steel rolls ground smooth and true. = pared to the total plating time. 

; \ 5 AVG OLS Ease of removal of the screen 

~ — ot SS ° The furniture in your lecture and class rooms . from the master depends largely on 

{ es is cut and shaped with ground tools and L the roughness of the etched grooves. 

finished with coated abrasives. L The new screens are very uniform 

, 

| : | © Grinding has much to do with making the because of the accurate ruling of 

: fins ° ; . S the master. They permit high trans- 
. 4 l thes a a apparatus in your laboratories. : : . 

i he 3 52) L mission because the lines do not in- 

ee ly. vr @ The office machinery that keeps the volu- 5 crease in width during plating until 

Al G F fe minous college records is a product of grinding. Cc the groove has been essentially fill- 

oe Je AI . ed. It is possible to make them of 
® Grinding has an important part in producing ' / : ' much finer mesh than by other 

\4 the sporting equipment used by your college means because of the skill that has 
- (ef eet teams and for your personal recreation. L been attained in ruling and etching 

‘ ie L ly fine 1 lass. 
ey (@) A\ @ Thousands of grinding operations play a extrenicny, Be vines: Mes 

¥ 4 - vital part in producing your automobile. GLOBE MEASURES LIGHT 

Qe @ The midnight “oil” that you burn as you - Seeing triple? That’s just what 

a sweat out that lab report is generated and - : engineers at Sylvania Electric Co. 

5 as a distributed by equipment produced to an i | want to see when they study light 

Line N important extent by grinding. _ patterns of lens-type lamps whose 

Hi) -— gon Pp 
/ —~lA— . beams are too broad for screen pro- 

RB And wherever grinding is done _ jection. They place an opal-glass 
5 oo globe over the lamp to be tested 

2 y| i. ; 

Abies? you'll find NORTON and place mirrors behind it on both 
4 io 

5 a f. sides. This produces an arrangement 
CNC {array . f i di hich al 
de . «» for Norton is the world’s largest producer of two reflected images which al- 

of abrasives, grinding wheels and grinding lows all sides of the globe to be 

: yy Muy, YW machines. At Norton there is the engineering seen simultaneously. The globe, 
mG po . 

Vee? Ai skill to solve all of industry's grinding problems. graduated in degrees, shows at what 
agi ey : | angle and in what direction the 

hn a) , E greatest amount of light is concen- 

=== NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER 6, MASS. =—_—sttratted. 
' Behr-Manning, Troy, N. Y., is a Norton Division i | FREQUENCY CONTROL 

— a The latest result of scientific re- 

7 Eh En A hcl A cation of the ammonium molecule 

OO eee eee ee to exact frequency control. The fre- 
REFRACTORIES — POROUS MEDIUMS — NON-SLIP-FLOORS — NORBIDE PRODUCTS quency control is determined by the 
Ue CL Ce UICC UNC LECCE LEO eC Leas) Dex vibrations of the molecule. 
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Why surfaces now last longer 

SMALL Boy’s BIKE or great ocean liner...there are finishes on equipment used outdoors or in... and keeps gleamingly 
for each so improved today that a one or two coat job holds _clean year after year. 

up longer than did dozens before. The people of Union Carbide produce many materials 
Heat and cold, acids and gases, water or salt air just don’t essential to today’s superior surfaces and surface coatings. 

crack and peel today’s surface coatings as they once did. For They also produce hundreds of other materials for the use 

our homes and cars, our great bridges, our machinery for of science and industry, to help maintain American leader- 
farms and industry are now protected as never before. ship in meeting the needs of mankind. My 

Better materials—aided by research—bring us this better is & 
: ; : 4 : Ge? protection. New plastics and chemicals, for example, that go epee: You are invited to send Jor tlie nieas ila 9 Lesh f. 

into quick-drying varnishes, lacquers, paints that keep a trated buoklee, "Produses'and Pracessea;* which “4 f= Mes) Kk 

like-new finish. shows how science and industry use UCC's Dom) Nope 
: . Alloys, Chemicals, Carbons, Gases and Plastics. Fe tes FUSS 

Industrial gases help us, too. In flame-cleaning structural ane Rue, [fi 
. <p 

steel, the oxy-acetylene flame provides a clean, dry and 
warm surface into which paint “bites” instantly and dries | N I O N C R B I D E 

quickly. t \ 

There’s also stainless steel, the lustrous metal that needs AND CARBON CORPORATION 
no surface protection .. . that withstands wear and corrosion 30 EAST 42ND sTREET [aq NEW york 17, N. ¥. 

— —_—_—_<— Products of Divisions and Units include —— §$ @ — 

LinpE OxyGEN + Prest-O-LirE ACETYLENE * PyROFAX Gas * BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, AND VINYLITE PLASTICS 

NATIONAL CARBONS * EVEREADY FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES * ACHESON ELECTRODES 

PRESTONE AND TREK ANTI-FREEZES * ELECTROMET ALLOYS AND METALS +* HAYNES STELLWE ALL@yS * SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS



Research... (continued from page 22) 

pension of 200 microns diameter is conducted in various tion. This group has been concerned with the design of 

size and shape tanks in attempting to obtain the most the $8,000,000 dam at Pentenwell Rock near Necedah. By 

efficient size and shape of tank. working with scale models in the laboratory they deter- 

And still another project in the hydraulics department mined the most efficient design to do the job at Penten- 

is the removal of phosphates and nitrates from sewage well. This will help in making the Wisconsin river one 

effluent. Phosphates and nitrates are undesirable in sew- of the hardest working rivers in the world. 

age effluent because they greatly stimulate the growth of Along the same line the hydraulics department has 

algae, seaweed and other aquatic plant growths. These been concerned with the construction and design of the 

plant growths eventually die and then decay, causing Castle Rock dam on the Wisconsin River. This dam is 

obnoxious odors. Chemical removal has been most suc- similar in construction and design to the Petenwell dam 

cessful to date. Iron sulphates and aluminun sulphates which will be 14 miles upstream from it. The Castle Rock 
have both been used successfully to precipate out the dam is scheduled for construction as soon as the Peten- 

undesirable nitrates and phosphates. Ion exchangers us- well dam is completed. It is interesting to note that these 

ing resins are also being tried. Experimentation is being dams are only incidental to the main work of the Wis- 

conducted on the use of biological processes similar to consin Hydrological Studies which is primarily concerned 
the activated sludge process. In this process it is hoped with reservior levels and the flow of the Wisconsin River. 

to isolate certain plants that use a lot of nitrates and The majority of projects carried on by the station are 

phosphates and then form a sludge. This last process of interest only to engineers, some of these are: spray 
has the most to offer if successful, but is also the most drying, development of a differential analyzer, a study of 

difficult task to master. This project is being carried on plastic flow in reinforced brick masonry, a study of tem- 

with the cooperation of the Public Health Institute. per brittleness in alloy steels, treatment of packing plant 

wastes, air conditioning, and the durability of concrete. 

Although the station does not have a building of its 

LOCATION OF PETENWELL AND own, it hopes to expand its broad functions as more space 

~~ CASTLE ROCK PROJECTS becomes available in the various engineering departments. 

Snarestone As projects reach completion they will be replaced by new 

WISCONSIN RAPIDS & ones to make the best use of existing facilities. 

N PORT EDWARDS) The following are the specific functions of the experi- 

rs NEKOOSA J ment station. 

weee nie a. To promote engineering education by encouraging, 

a A ~~] fostering, and conducting scientific investigations and. in- 

: © 3 dustrial research; by training and developing persons for 
| é | the conduct of such investigation and research; and by 

| = 5 acquiring and disseminating knowledge in relation to in- 

ly "> n| dustrial and engineering problems. 
I T tl b. To render public service by cooperating with the in- 

te NECEDAHY \ o Gi) y dustries, manufacturers and professional engineers in 

l9 \ 0! the solution of broad fundamental problems of general 

1 \ @ ¥) interest to these groups. 

I, @ @® Jrrenosnietl c. am peal professional opportunities to the teaching 

\< “ staff for full-time work in the station in research and 

5 al process development during an occasional semester’s leave 
!5 R q of absence or summer vacation. 

} I CC® | d. To centralize the administration of various testing 

| MAUSTO NG | laboratories serving the general public, such as the Gage 

| | laboratory and the Electrical Standards laboratory. 

| i) pe | e. To provide opportunities for cooperation among the 

i . | different departments of the College and with other de- 

poe NLL NL partments of the University on research projects which 

WISCONSIN DELL} demand collaboration in several professional fields. 
f. To provide special buildings or space for experimental 

SS projects which cannot be housed properly in any one de- 

The Wisconsin River Hydrological Studies is noting partment or which for reasons of safety, magnitude of 

conditions in the Wisconsin river valley with its intentions project, and convenience should be detached from class- 

of more efficiently utilizing the valley and soil conserva- rooms and undergraduate laboratories. 
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Vr « oh ye 
R& How close cooperation between chemists and 

engineers constantly improves this famous product 

eC ee hell | wae. iB ae. ai Ly gl MAY). 

bs OE eg as a Bee 
pA oH Pee i a ee | fe re 

tig | al J== at ih ers 
lea Pty; | oe ie | ee 

/ | ‘| ae ; 

Lo | 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTS study the different phases of soap to define the | CHEMICAL ENGINEERS make pilot plant studies like this flash drier, 
conditions for improved Ivory bars. to translate these conditions into practical processing methods. 

om - Dereeee 
‘ _— s. | me Fae 

- y Fh 6S 
r *  ebedclebcldabalalddel tl. 

| eet LUT 
7 - o Ser 
rt 4 Crt . : 1 | = J ‘ Ei lett LLL TT TTT 

os o* ; . : oA abaane a} Se Co eee are 
pe Ew sel eS eee 
DES Ao \ i ee —*“g Jews pg eo a -—— a aoe se 

F ed: P pan ce < ek ae i Se an 

3 me, ee a] a. -lUlMhh UU a ae Pitt 

SN A oan A Pe A Ppa 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS design equipment like this automatic vacuum OTHER ENGINEERS (Chemical, Mechanical, Industrial) plan and 

“pickup” to improve methods of handling Ivory, and other soaps. supervise all phases of production operations. 

This is just one example of P&G technical 

teamwork in action; similar developments in other fields 

call for additional men with technical training. bar oa PROCTER 
4 WR 

If you would like a copy of our booklet, “Information Ped + AN M BLE 

for Chemists and Engineers,” write to Procter & Gamble, * + F d & GA 

Industrial Relations Division, Cincinnati 17, Ohio. v SINS 

Also, if you’d like to talk to a P&G representative, ask your CINCINNATI 17, OHIO 

Placement Bureau to arrange a meeting. 
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Glame-Cut Gears 
(continued from page 18) 

uct has been flame cut. crete mixers and construction machinery. 

Another advantage which stems from the use of the As previously stated, the dimensional tolerances on 

flame gear cutting process is that the product is cut from these gears and sprockets can be held to .003” on the 

steel rather than made from cast iron, as are a great many diameter. This is not close enough for such applications 

of the gears and sprockets now produced. This couples as transmission gears in automobiles or similar uses, but 

greater strength with much greater toughness to make the they are adequate for uses such as concrete mixers, ag- 

gear or sprocket less subject to failure under shock load ricultural equipment, road equipment, and similar heavy 

conditions. It is true that any gear or sprocket can be duty gear drives where extreme smoothness of operation 

made from steel, but at an increased cost over the cast is not essential. This machine will cut gears for these ap- 

iron product. Also the flame cutter produces, in effect, a plications as dimensionally accurate as those now ma- 

hardened surface, for the suface of the gear is heated to chined for those purposes. 

high temperature during the cutting process and then is The sprockets can be used in any applications where 

effectually air quenched. cast sprockets are now used; chain drives, conveyors, 

Still another advantage of the machine is that while catapiller treads being a few examples. 

the gear is being cut from the blank, the machine is of Finally the extreme flexibility which a machine of this 

necessity cutting an internal ring gear at the same time. versatility offers to the designer should be pointed out. 

As the torch moves radially and the blank revolves, the He need no longer make second or third choices in tooth 

same tooth pattern that is cut into the external gear is form or sprocket types because the best form is not avail- 

also reproduced in the shroud that is left around the able or not made by his company. The designer may now 

finished gear. The two pieces are separated only by the work out the best possible form for his particular applica- 

width of the kerf, the metal burned away in the cutting _ tion, with the knowledge that it can be produced on the 

process. This shroud with its internal tooth pattern can be flame cutting machine at no greater cost than any other 

used as an internal ring gear on such equipment as con- form. 
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a 4 Because photography can see 
== billion ligh > 7 © billion light years away 

| © Without photography this would build up images through long expo- _microradiography and other indus- 
be a small world. For even with sures and make visible new outer re- _ trial functions of photography can re- 
the best optical instruments, the cesses of man’s expanding universe. veal facts and conditions that will 

eye’s range scarcely breaks the Thus, science continuously makes pelp ake 2 product mere durable 
confines of the earth’s back yard. spectacular use of photography in 4n@ Cepenca icin utacturing 

. >, penetrating the unknown. process more eiiicient. 
But with photography ...? That's . . 

different! ie too can industry. Radiography, Eastman Kodak Company 
tomi > X iffraction, 

For years, astronomers have looked Photomicrography, ray cllraction, Rochester 4, New York 
ee ae : . 

500 million light years into space with Advancing business and industrial technics—Functional Photography 
photographic plates exposed in the a 
100-inch Mount Wilson telescope. Lin ie 

Now, they can “see” twice as far. _ © i > 
For the big 200-inch Mount Palomar air» 
instrument— actually the world’s larg- te \' 1 
est camera—will bring in light from fy Le AW | “ct. 
stars a billion light years away, about 4 ee | ‘ <_< (> 

six sextillion miles. : ci As 14 \ j a 

It’s faint light that the eye could ny fe /\ | ¥ . 
never see. But photographic plates y / 4 | Ma : 

Opening night at Mount Palomar. The \§ aN a oe 
giant telescope dwarfs the assembled guests. | y ‘ : y. ‘ \ 
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Ss | e General Electric is not one business, but an organization 
Fr of many businesses, offering opportunities in virtually 

ANS ey ‘ all the professions. Here three G-E men brief the career- 
SY Le ossibilities which the company offers to the student of el oP 

~ advertising, the physicist, and the accountant. 

Ke 4 ee e ot 

wnktcw:  ) —— FOR A FUTURE IN ADVERTISING 
— Ve) y D. S. Mix (Yale), Manager of Personnel and Training 
_ : Pee fer iPad an Programs, Advertising and Publicity Dept.: Besides our 
aig, ye By EON A & P Department here in Schenectady, there are eight G-E 
eC operating departments, each with its own advertising staff. | 7 spi = a : sae ae I <= wn These provide the career-opportunities. Our Training 

i se eS ca os a Program, including six months’ work and study here 
- eee -_ — lg followed by a year on rotating assignments with various 
— « ih : ae > 2. yy 2 ii : staffs throughout the company, opens the door. 

i ‘ e ee ee em meee — me ea 

= See 
PHYSICIST ‘ oy L aa 

August Binder (Carnegie Tech), of the G-E Physics Pro- in fl wr AR , 
gram: I've been one of the first group of physicists taking tu | Fe 

part in this program. We've changed assignments every few ee ie ay - A : . : ie Las ? - — months, trying out interesting lines of work, and have 3 ae | JN j 
chosen permanent positions in everything from research to ESE | La — Ly . SO tes 
sales. My assignments: nuclear instrumentation, research in — | ~ yeh oe no i 
cathode spot phenomena, quality-problems in fluorescent <3 | ( i ie 
lamps, which I've selected as my permanent assignment. om [ | | rl 

. ie et qo! 
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— ae TRAVELING AUDITOR 
A a fee 2 E. B. Murray (Princeton), Chief Traveling Auditor: After 

abe SY Noe ‘se our business administration and liberal arts graduates 
Re \ NS ee finish the G-E Business Training Course, certain of them 

' y "See are transferred to the auditing staff as traveling auditors. 
\% ] a (; ee It’s my job to assign these men and co-ordinate their activi- 

: i \ BY a ties at G-E locations in this country and abroad. The varied 
or IN ou uo experience acquired in this work fits them well for re- 
KE at. = ——eA sponsible accounting and financial positions. 

For further information about @ BUSINESS CAREER with "General EI etie, eH Hetaess, Ueolny Course 6 Schenectady, N.Y. —- a career in TECHNICAL FIELDS, write Technical Personne! Division, Schened iY oe rrrtrs”~—~—“‘“—COris~—OOOCOCS ce rt—T ee . 
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